Family-Centred Care
Zdenka Uddin is forever grateful to McMaster Children’s
Hospital for referring their family to KidsAbility. “If it wasn’t
for KidsAbility, Mishi would not be here today,” confidently
says Zdenka. “In one word, KidsAbility means ‘miracles.’”
Mishi came to KidsAbility’s Fergus site with a host of
challenges. Although his parents were not aware of the
extent of the help that Mishi would need, his therapists
Donna and Doreen immediately stepped in and began physio
and occupational therapies. “Mishi’s therapists have helped
him with virtually everything from eating, walking, toileting
and speaking,” says Zdenka.
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During an appointment at KidsAbility when Mishi was 2 ½
months old, Zdenka shared the devastating news with his
therapist that Mishi was battling yet another complication,
a battle that this time his little body would not win. Mishi’s
therapist Donna thought that just maybe it was something
else, something that she had encountered before. His
therapist was right and because of her knowledge and
instincts, Mishi received surgery that ultimately saved his life.
The Uddin’s loved being the ambassadors in 2012—2013 and
sharing their family’s story with everyone in the community.
KidsAbility’s family-centred approach to care made a big
impact for Zdenka and her family. “I really appreciated that
when Mishi received therapy home visits Donna and Doreen
would always bring toys for our daughter, Alina, so she didn’t
feel left out. Before therapy would start, I would always be
asked how I was doing emotionally, if there was anything
I wanted to talk about. They considered and took care of
Mishi’s other family members as well,” Zdenka shares.
“You’re in good hands,” is what Zdenka would relay to a
family new to KidsAbility.
Currently, Mishi attends J. Douglas Public School. He is in a
mainstream class and keeps up with his peers in a modified
way. Mishi loves to play hockey and soccer, to read books,
swimming, and his dog, Jade.
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